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Bram Stoker’s DRACULA is probably the most filmed work of literature EVER…! There are
both o�cial and uno�cial adaptations of the book, along with literally hundreds of movies
which have utilized Stoker’s ideas. The first – and uno�cial – adaptation was NOSFERATU
in 1922. Although the filmmakers changed all the names of the characters, nobody was
fooled, especially Stoker’s widow, who sued and got a court order to have all copies of the
film destroyed! Luckily, it has survived, and can still be seen today. BELA LUGOSI was the
first actor to o�cially play DRACULA. He had appeared in the Broadway version, and then
re-created the role for the cinema in 1930. Lugosi defined Dracula for generations of
filmgoers. The hypnotic eyes, the baleful gaze, the spidery hand gestures, the formal
dress sense, complete with red-lined opera cloak, but most of all, the Voice! Lugosi’s
heavy Hungarian accent defined the character, and set him apart from everyone else in the
movie. Anyone doing a Dracula impression will revert to the Lugosi version. “I vant to drink
your blooooood!” No such line exists in the film, though. Bela was so perfect in the role
that in the mind of the public, he would be known as Dracula forever! In the 1950’s
Hammer Films of England had a go at re-making Dracula, and cast Christopher Lee, who
would own the role for the latest generation. Various other actors would play the part in
later years, like Frank Langella, Jack Palance, and Gary Oldman, but none of them would
make a career out of playing Dracula.

-Barry Yuen



VAMPIRE CIRCUS (1972)
A wild ride from Hammer films as they entered the 1970’s, looking to invigorate
the old themes. A curse on a village that’s under quarantine from a plague
(shades of Covid) is carried out by a travelling circus inhabited by vampires. The
most memorable scenes involve a panther woman, who appears to be a
completely nude woman in striped body paint, and a scene where a family is torn
apart by jungle cats from the circus. The vampires can transform into either bats
(as in tradition) or wild cats. There’s also a mirror that serves as a magical
gateway to a dungeon where vampires await to feed on their victims, and almost
the entire cast gets wiped out before the movie is over.

The RETURN OF COUNT YORGA (1972)
A sequel to COUNT YORGA, VAMPIRE (1970), which, like Kolchak, The Night Stalker was a
post-modern take on the vampire tale, where everyone is aware of the rules of vampire
lore from watching old horror movies, but sco� at the notion that vampires can actually
exist. “Vampires? In this day and age?” is a line of dialogue that you’re likely to hear in any
vampire movie made after 1969. There are echoes of the Manson Family murders when an
entire family is slaughtered in their own home, and the next morning someone arrives and
discovers the carnage. Both the YORGA films have downbeat, pessimistic endings, which
seem to be a sign of the disillusionment of the 70’s. Robert Quarry, who played the Count,
was being groomed to be a horror star to follow the footsteps of Vincent Price, but it
didn’t work out that way.

SCARS OF DRACULA (1970)
The mantle of Bela Lugosi was inherited by Christopher Lee in 1958 with HORROR OF DRACULA.
Lee would re-invent the role. His imposing height and commanding presence brought a unique
authority to Dracula. Without Lugosi’s heavy Hungarian accent, Lee was more like an English
nobleman. Also unlike Lugosi, Lee had more of a “leading man’s looks’ which brought a sexiness
to the surface. Lee could change from the suave Count in one scene, to a savage,



bloody-mouthed beast in the next. Times had changed, and now Technicolor blood could be
shown on screen, increasing the impact. Like Lugosi, Lee had a hard time avoiding typecasting
from the Dracula image, and resisted playing the part again for several years, until DRACULA,
PRINCE OF DARKNESS in 1965, DRACULA HAS RISEN FROM THE GRAVE in 1968, and TASTE THE BLOOD
OF DRACULA in 1970, followed quickly by SCARS OF DRACULA. In SCARS, Count Dracula is once
again ensconced in his castle, terrorizing a nearby village. By this time, the Dracula films were
su�ering from the law of diminishing returns. Audience familiarity with the Count and vampire
tropes was dulling the e�ect by the time this film came out, and it was hampered further by
some less than convincing special e�ects (bats on strings) and a story structure that felt a bit
repetitive. Christopher Lee himself was getting tired of playing Dracula, but he let himself be
coerced into reprising the role for this and 2 further films, before he hung up the cape for good.

BRIDES OF DRACULA (1960)
After the huge success of HORROR OF DRACULA (1958), Hammer films wanted another vampire
movie, but Christopher Lee was reticent about reprising the role, so instead they brought back
Peter Cushing as Van Helsing and created a new vampire for him to do battle with, the Baron
Meinster, who is preying on young girls in the village and at a nearby girl’s school. As with other
traditional vampire tales, this is a fable showing good triumphing over evil. As we moved into
the more cynical 1970’s, this would not always be the case.

DRACULA A.D. 1972 (1972/1973)
An attempt to bring Count Dracula into modern times, but it was considered a failure at
the time. Dracula’s screen time is very limited, and he doesn’t actually interact with the
modern world, which could have made for a more interesting movie, but is kept skulking
around in a deconsecrated church. Although the movie went into production in 1972, it
didn’t get shown in theaters until 1973, so by using that title, it was already out of date
at the time it was released. Modern audiences find the dated fashions and music amusing,
and its critical reputation seems to be growing more positive (at least on the internet).
Both the COUNT YORGA and the BLACULA films did a much better job of transplanting the
vampire legends to the modern world.



BLACULA (1972)
Made as part of the “Blaxploitation” trend of the early 70’s. What may have been conceived as a
joke is boosted immeasurably by the performance of William Marshall in the title role. Marshall
gives the character an incredible amount of dignity. As with COUNT YORGA, the idea of vampires
is treated with skepticism all around (In contrast to the earlier films in period settings where
the Van Helsing character would impart knowledge about vampires and everyone would accept
them as facts). Marshall’s vampire is presented equally as an object of fear and a romantic
figure. It was successful enough that a sequel was produced, SCREAM BLACULA SCREAM, which
teamed Marshall with cult actress Pam Grier. FUN FACTS: 1. William Marshall would later play The
King of Cartoons on PEE WEE’S PLAYHOUSE. 2. The band THE HUES CORPORATION appears in this
film in the nightclub scenes. They would later have a Top 40 hit with ROCK THE BOAT. 3. When
Francis Ford Coppola made BRAM STOKER’S DRACULA, the plot device of Dracula searching for his
reincarnated love did not come from the Bram Stoker novel, but instead came from this film, as
well as HOUSE OF DARK SHADOWS and the Jack Palance DRACULA, all made within a few years of
each other.

DAUGHTERS OF DARKNESS (1971)
A classy, European art-horror film done with high visual style, some gore, a bit of
camp, and an absolutely riveting performance by Delphine Seyrig (channeling Marlene
Dietrich) as the Countess Bathory, who may or may not be a 300-year-old vampire.
The film actually takes on feminist themes, as the Countess seeks to open the eyes
of a newlywed woman to the fact that her marriage is more harmful than beneficial.
However, the Countess has her own agenda, as she wants to make the bride her own.
Although manipulative, she makes valid points about the subjugation of women by
men. Definitely an influence on THE HUNGER, made a decade later. Both movies take on
the theme of the loneliness of immortality, and the vampire’s need to have a
consort/companion.



THE HUNGER (1983)
A vampire movie made for the MTV/Music Video generation, with lots of fast cutting
and eye-grabbing visuals. Criticized at the time for resembling “a jeans commercial”
to quote one critic, but why should there be a rule saying that a horror movie can’t
look good? Based on a novel by Whitley Streiber, but because the film depends more
on visuals than dialogue, a lot of the original story is either lost or left unclear. It also
re-invents the accepted rules of vampirism. These vampires are able to walk around
in daylight, for instance. Still, it’s one of the best horror films of the 80’s. The 80’s
would bring us two other significant vampire films, NEAR DARK and THE LOST BOYS.
Vampire films of the 80’s would carry the baggage of anxiety about AIDS. It’s almost
as if Bram Stoker had predicted AIDS, since vampire lore involves sexuality, exchange
of blood between partners, and contagion.

HOUSE OF DARK SHADOWS (1970)
DARK SHADOWS was a soap opera that aired in the late 1960’s that
became a cultural phenomena when it introduced the character of
Barnabas Collins, who was a vampire. Ratings went through the roof, and
there were various o�-shoots of the TV show, like paperback novels,
comic books, soundtrack albums, and 2 movies. HOUSE was the first,
which told Barnabas’ story in a rather hurried fashion, to fit a 90-minute
running time. In more recent years, there was a DARK SHADOWS movie
starring Johnny Depp as Barnabas, but the less said about that the
better.



BLACK SABBATH (1963)
Mario Bava’s other classic film is a 3-part film that tells 3 separate horror stories.
The longest story stars Boris Karlo�, and this would be the only time Boris would
play a vampire, called “The Wurdulak”, who only drinks the blood of those he
loved in life. The fairy tale atmosphere of many vampire films (set in European
locations, usually 100 years ago or more) makes them morality tales. The Good
Protagonsists combat the Evil Antagonists and emerge triumphant, with the
power of God Almighty on their side. BLACK SABBATH is quite possibly the first
example of a vampire film turning these expectations on their heads, since in
this case, the vampires end up being the triumphant ones. It even manages to
keep religion out of the picture, as there are no crucifixes or religious symbols
anywhere.

THE VAMPIRE AND THE BALLERINA (1963)
European horror films from the early 60’s have an atmosphere all of their
own, due in large part that they were able to film in actual ancient castles.
Many Italian directors brought a strong sense of atmosphere and style to the
horror genre, most notably Mario Bava, who contributed BLACK SUNDAY and
BLACK SABBATH to the history of vampire cinema, both of which are
considered classics. Bava did not direct this film, but it has its strengths and
its charms nevertheless. However, it does contain one scene which will make
you bust a gut with laughter, when the ballerinas practice their ballet, and
within a few moments it turns into a burlesque routine, with music to
match.



BLACK SUNDAY (1960)
Mario Bava’s directorial debut kick-started both his career and Barbara
Steele’s. Barbara played the dual role of a vampire/witch returned from the
grave and her look-alike, innocent descendant. For better or worse, this film
would define the rest of her career. Shot in black and white and loaded with
atmosphere. Graphic enough by 1960 standards that in America it was
recommended that it not be seen by young children, while in Great Britain, it
was banned until 1968, a considerable length of time! It became di�cult to
see until the VHS age, when bootleg tapes began to surface.

KISS OF THE VAMPIRE (1963)
Another period vampire tale from Hammer, utilizing some elements from
Hitchcock’s THE LADY VANISHES. A young couple travelling through Europe are
invited to a masked ball by the local gentry, who is of course the head of a
cult of vampires. The wife is abducted at the party and when the husband
tries to find her, everyone tells her that he came there alone and there was
no wife. The local vampire hunter saves the day by fighting fire with fire, and
destroys the cult with an attack by a magically summoned swarm of vampire
bats. (a scene which looked impressive when I was a kid but could definitely
use a special e�ects upgrade today)



THE VAMPIRE’S NIGHT ORGY (1971)
This film from Spain is a horror movie version of Brigadoon. A village
populated entirely by vampires materializes on Earth every 100 years or
so in order to make unsuspecting travellers their victims. The poster
amuses me greatly, since it demonstrates role reversal: a female vampire
is the seducer/aggressor, carrying o� a scantily clad male victim who has
apparently fainted from terror. And yes, this scene IS in the movie.


